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I had been dreaming of a semester abroad several years before I went to Portsmouth this fall. My 

only criteria was that it had to be an English speaking country since I don’t master any other foreign 
language, and I then chose the UK since it is quite close to home. Portsmouth is a medium sized city 
in the UK’s south coast, approximately 2 hours from London by train. The closeness to London was 

one of the reasons that I chose Portsmouth.  
 
The university 

The preparations before leaving were not hard. There were certain deadlines that you needed to 
keep in mind and the host University was very helpful every time I had questions. The number of 

courses (called units in the UK) were not that many for a student only studying for one semester, 
especially studying during the fall semester. I had free choices of units this semester and could 
therefore choose anything, but I still wanted to keep it in the business administration area: 

- International economics 
- Business Ethics 

- Cross Cultural Awareness for Business 
- Business analysis and Decision Making 
- Operations Strategy and the Supply Chain 

 
The hardest thing, I believe, was that all the units were given during the whole semester, quite like 
the Swedish high school, not like SBS were there only is one unit at a time. This was particularly 

noticeable during the last few weeks before Christmas when we were supposed to hand in all our 
assignments. When studying for only the fall semester, the Erasmus students didn’t have to write 

any final tests since the UK students have all their tests in May for all the units.  
 
When arriving to Portsmouth, the first two weeks were introduction weeks, both on how to live in 

the UK and also introduction to the University. I thought this was a bit too long, it was only a few 
hours scheduled time these weeks and the rest of the time was free. But, on the other hand, it gave 
us a lot of time to discover our new city and its surroundings.  

 
 

 
 
Housing  
Finding a place to live was the most stressful part of moving. When I applied to Portsmouth it was 

under the impression that all Exchange students were guaranteed housing by the University. There 
was a lot of information on their webpage about housing and this was also the impression I got by 



emailing them, but a few weeks before the semester was about to start I got the information that I 
was not receiving accommodation from the school. I emailed and called several housing companies 

in the city but it was hard to find someone willing to let for only one semester. When I contacted the 
school again to get help a got several suggestions and found a place to live. I got a room in a house 

together with a woman who had let this room to students for several years, and it felt good since she 
was recommended by the university, and I paid £90 per week which a thought was a fair price. 
Compared to living in Sweden I would say that it is a bit cheaper to live in the UK when looking at 

food prices, travelling costs etc. My house was located near one of the bus stops for the free 
University Buses that were bound between the University Buildings and the Langstone Student 
Campus, which is one of the Universities accommodation areas.  

 
To Study Abroad 

I would really recommend taking this opportunity, it is such a great experience! I feel much more 
confident in using English, I have met people from all over the word, got new friends and learned a 
lot about other cultures!    

 


